
 

 

 

Annual Report 2017 
Dear Reader 

This annual report gives you a brief overview of the activities of our Swiss Global Compact Network 

during 2017. Our network is developing well. In 2015 we started with 14 contributing members, by 

the end of 2017 we had already 70, and with the introduction of the new UN Global Compact Strate-

gy on 1 January 2018, all UNGC members will also become members of the local network. By May 

2018 almost all have committed themselves, so that we can count at present 140 members as being 

UNGC and GCNS members. 

The Board and the Secretariat team have worked hard over the past year to strengthen the local 

network and advance the idea of economic, social and environmental sustainability in accordance 

with the 10 UNGC principles and the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). 

Thank you for your commitment, goodwill and support! Together we not only contribute to the good 

reputation of the private sector, we also made a decisive contribution to a successful, sustainable 

Swiss economy. 

We continue to count on your support, your good ideas and your cooperation. In turn, we look for-

ward to supporting you in your work. And of course we are happy to meet again during our events. 

Together, as a UNGC global network, we make our contribution to Swiss society and the wider econ-

omy. 

I wish you all the best! 

Yours sincerely 

Dr. Ruth E. Blumer Lahner, President of the Board 
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UN Global Compact implementing the New Strategy – Let’s Make 

Global Goals Local Business 
The implementation of the new strategy of UNGC (New York) was of core importance during 2017. 
The focus lies on a strong commitment for the 10 Principles and the contribution of the private sec-
tor to the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
That’s why we put our first Swiss Global Compact Dialogue under the theme “Let’s make Global 
Goals Local Business”, in line with the UNGC agenda. 
Within the new strategy, UNGC also will realize several new global action platforms, increase public 
affairs, produce “play books” for the local networks to support their local members. To strengthen 
and enlarge the global membership base, a key priority is the value proposition. That includes new 
instruments and services and an invitation to all existing members, to choose their engagement tier. 
Whereas 2017 was the year to develop these new approaches and services, 2018 will see their reali-
sation and implementation, which requires an intensive engagement for the local networks. 
Much had been achieved to date, and more will be developed in the coming years to serve members 
in their sustainable business activities as well as making innovative use of the SDGs. We see the SDGs 
as a positive business opportunity to create sustainable economic, social and environmental value 
and bring companies and their stakeholders towards “the world we want”. 
 
Along the new strategic orientation, many operational questions had to be addressed. With Lise 
Kingo, a more managerial business approach to UNGC operations emerged, which will help, to bring 
our initiative forward. 
As a result, all UNGC members will be part of the Local Network where their headquarter is located. 
Swiss subsidiaries of overseas corporations may become part of our local network too. With the 
mandatory membership fees, new member statuses were created. For business members there is 
the Signatory, Participant and LEAD status. Non- business members can still adhere and are asked to 
contribute with reduced fees to Global Compact Network Switzerland.  
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Overview of our 2017 Activities  
 

Date Place Titel Partner Participants 

11.01.17 Zürich Der Verwaltungsrat der Zukunft Reprisk, engaga-
bility 

45 

02.02.17 Bern 1st Swiss GC Dialogue on Respon-
sible Business 

Die Post 240 

09.03.17 Geneva  Board of Directors for the Future 
(MSC HQ) 

MSC, Reprisk, 
engagability 

50 

04.05.17 webinar Moderne Sklaverei und Zwangs-
arbeit - Risiken in der Lieferkette 
angehen 

Deutscse Netz-
werk 

4 

18.05.17 Zürich Forum Ö: Partizipation and pro-
motion 

  

09.06.2017 Zürich Introduction into UNGC and CSR    13 

22.06.2017 Basel General Assembly with Event on 
SDGs 

Novartis Basel 85 

30.06.2017 Caux The SDGs and their role in ethical 
leadership: GCNS Workshop at 
Caux Forum "Ethical leadership in 
business" 

Caux Initiatives 35 

24.08.17 Boillon (Lul-
ly)/FR 

S&L Session on the field: Good 
agricultural Practices: making a 
global commitment a local suc-
cess 

PMI/Swiss Plan-
ters 

18 

25.08.17 Zürich Introduction into UNGC and CSR   7 

13.09.17 Geneva S& L on Dilemma Situations: "Les-
sons from the field: navigating 
complex impacts, perspectives 
and dilemmas - The Trafigura 
Example" (for members only) 

Trafigura 18 

14.09.17 Zürich Workshop: Human rights in con-
flict sensitive areas; with ICRC 

ICRC/IKRK 47 

27.09.2017 canceled HR due Dilligence (2day training) twentiyfifty 0 

02.10.2017 St. Gallen Panel: Die Pharmaindustrie im 
Spannungsfeld zwischen Profit 
und Verantwortung 

industrial club at 
HSG St. Gallen 

50 

06.10.2017 Geneva Responsible Business - What for? ebbf, Impac Hub  13 

19.10.2017 Lausanne Impact Leadership Program bsl   

30.10.2017 Winterthur Side event at Swiss Green Econo-
my Symposium 

lifefair 35 

02.11.2017 Zürich Menchenrechtstraining für KMUs twentiyfifty 0 

06.11.2017 Winterthur PRME Fachtagung SDGs und 
DACH Chapter 

zahw 100 
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30.11.2017 canceled Overcoming Human Rights chal-
lenges in doing business with 
state owned enterprises 

CS/twentyfifty 0 

04.12.2017 Basel Nachhaltige Produktion und Lie-
ferketten bei SBB und Gemaco 
Group CPT 

FTA/BSCI/BAFU 60 

07.12.2017 Zürich Introduction into UNGC and CSR   15 

 

Activities of the Secretariat 

Engagement with the UN Global Compact and other Local Networks 

We have regular contact with the UNGC office in New York. In the past year, due to the many chang-
es, we supported our members and resolved many operational issues with the UNGC office. Since 
establishing a regional coordination role, we interact very actively with Ole Hansen, the Head of local 
networks and European coordinator. He attended our 1st Swiss Global Compact Dialogue. 

All the local networks met in April 2017 in New Delhi for their annual meeting, discussing the re-
quirements of the new strategy and investing in more active collaboration among local networks. For 
the Swiss Network, India, Pakisatn, Indonesia, Singapore, Kenya, Kongo and the MENA Networks 
became important. 

In October, the European local networks met in Rome, to further elaborate practical issues and im-
prove the collaboration. 

With the Networks Germany, France, Italy, Austria, Spain, Russia and UK we have active exchanges 
and collaboration in several fields. For example Business & Human Rights with Germany while with 
Austria we published the guide on OECD guides together with SECO. With France and Italy we are 
looking for potential synergies and we already use existing instruments and materials in French, 
German and Italian. In future we plan to do more in this field. 

The UN office in Geneva invited board members and Antonio Hautle on several events and panels. 
Our local network is now much more present in these activities too, but very selective and focused 
on issues concerning the private sector and the UN. 

To support our members, we look for best practices, new ideas and instruments developed by the 
UNGC office and other local networks. Especially for Small and Midsized Enterprises (SMEs) there are 
several good instruments in German, which we can deploy. And we plan to organize better access 
and information for members to tools, instruments and publications. 

The challenge of languages becomes more important, as more SMEs are joining. We will make more 
services and events accessible in German, French and in the long run also in Italian for the members 
based in Ticino. 

Local operations 

The team of the secretariat is responsible for the implementation of all operational work of the Swiss 
local network. 
Most time was dedicated to the support of our members in manifold ways. The organization of our 
events, sharing and learning, improving our communication and technical tools, along with regular 
interaction between members, UNGC Office, board members, Swiss Federal Administration and 
more and more civil society actors in Switzerland were other important daily activities. 
We were pleased to receive many requests from members to support them in the implementation of 
the 10 Principles as well as for operational details and how to use and report on the SDGs. 
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Staff 

Patricia Perren replaced Alice Harbach until May. Alice returned from maternity leave first with a 
reduced engagement and then from October with 50% engagement, as before. 
Even with reduced staff we achieved many activities with members and stakeholders. 

Activities in public 

In 2017, we increased our activities in the service of our members, invested in the partnership with 
the Federal Administration (DEZA, SECO, AMS), acquired new members and had collaborations with 
other actors and networks in the field of responsible business and CSR. The partnership with öbu is 
the most important, since we co-organized events, sharing & learnings, trainings and work in groups 
on supply chain management. 
Our newsletters and event letters inform about activities of the local network and relevant issues in 
the field. We also encourage our members and partners to send us their best practices and interest-
ing activities, which we publish on our website. 
Throughout 2017, we organized sharing & learning luncheons, informal and open dialogue facilita-

tion, public events in cooperation with other partner organizations, introductions and trainings on 

the 10 Principles, business and human rights, the SDGs and CSR themes for companies and organisa-

tions.  

The “Dialogues on dilemma situations” started with the Trafigura example and will be further devel-
oped with other pertinent examples. The learning for our member organisation is crucial in these 
meetings. In sensitive situations we had closed door meetings to support them in their engagement 
to align to the 10 Principles. For the credibility of the UNGC global network it is important, that we 
are credible in our local engagement. When difficulties appeared, our local network, in collaboration 
with the UNGC Office in New York, got in touch with our local members for a confidential dialogue to 
look for solutions. The learnings of these processes will be made accessible to members in due time, 
since we are convinced that there is an important potential for improvement in such learning experi-
ences. 
Our Members of the Board and the Executive Director Antonio Hautle were on many panels and gave 

keynote speeches to promote the 10 Principles, sustainable business and the SDGs and to make our 

network, its activities and services better known. 

Antonio Hautle was invited to a growing number of panels, events and public interventions in the 
context of company events, Swiss Federal activities, UNGC and UN events in Geneva. Our network 
could increase its public reputation, even though it is still not much known to a larger public in Swit-
zerland. The UNO Geneva has taken notice of our activities and is reaching out to us for interven-
tions. For example at the UN Human Rights Forum together with the Russian Network and at a World 
Bank event on SDG financing. 
We had manifold interactions with NGOs on the political Swiss agendas, on Business & Human 
Rights, child labour and the SDGs. We were able to involve NGOs in several events and had bilateral 
meetings and exchange information’s on a regular basis. 

1st Swiss Global Compact Dialogue and General Assembly 
In the first two months was dedicated to the preparation of the first GCNS Dialogue “Let’s Make 
Global Goals Local Business: CSR and SDGs – A Factor of Innovation for the Swiss Economy?”, hosted 
by Post in Berne with some 240 people attending. But we continued to organize many other events, 
24 overall. The General Assembly with an event on SDG 3 was hosted by Novartis in Basel. We orga-
nized some 24 events throughout the year. This was at the limit of our capacities, since events are 
not our core business. But they are important for the reputation of our network. 

Finance and administration 

Administration, communication and event organisation was mainly in the hands of Patricia Perren 

and Alice Harbach. Financial administration took time, since we invoiced the membership fees and 
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organized several events with financial contributions. The UNGC will from 2018 onwards invoice for 

all larger business members and remit a proportion of 35% (2018), 40% (2019) and 45% (2020 on-

wards) to the Swiss local network. This will substantially reduce our local administrative efforts. 

Since we are supported by the Swiss Federal Administration, we must produce financial reports with 

external audit. Up to now, we have an external accountant, but we are looking for a better solution. 

Due to limited financial resources, we only receive semestrial information. 

Board and Programme Committee 
The board met tree times to discuss and decide on all relevant matters. The programme committee 
met four times to discuss our joint activities within our partnership with the Swiss Federal Admin-
istration. 
During the joint retreat of both governance bodies in November, we discussed a better structure to 
simplify our common work. It showed to be better to have joint meetings for information and deci-
sions on programme contents. Therefore, in 2018 the board and the programme committee will 
jointly meet four times, each meeting followed by a short board meeting to take the needed deci-
sions. We will evaluate this new structure in November 2018. 
Since the stakeholder council, due to limited resources and other priorities, was not appointed, we 
discussed a lighter solution to involve other stakeholders, especially civil society organisations, as 
demanded by the UNGC strategy. We plan to organize at least on such meeting along with a board 
and programme committee meeting in 2018 and will then decide on next steps. 
 
A core discussion during the retreat was the new contract with the Swiss Federal Administration. We 
made an evaluation of the past three years and designed the strategic lines for the coming contract 
period. Due to changes within SDC, it was decided to extend the existing contract until September 
2018. Up to this date, the content of the new multiyear contract will be negotiated between GCNS 
and SECO, AMS and SDC. 

Cooperation with the Federal Administration 
The cooperation was intensive. We had several activities with bodies of the Administration, took part 

in events, dialogues and contributed to publications and instruments. Important within this partner-

ship are the “Sharing & Learnings on Dilemma Situations” and interaction with members involved in 

sensitive situations. A first event, for members only, was held at Trafigura in Geneva. Several other 

meetings, first confidential, took place with other member companies. The idea is to further develop 

this approach for constructive dialogue among our members first and then with actors from civil 

society and public administration. 

Most relevant was the development of our “Tour de Suisse on responsible business and the SDGs”. It 

will be an integral part of our cooperation and will help to get known the 10 Principles and the Na-

tional Action Plans of the Swiss Government, concerning the private sector especially by SMEs, local 

governments, Universities and a larger public. 

For the Swiss Federal Administration, this partnership offers a privileged platform for promoting rel-

evant initiatives among the Swiss business community, for example the Swiss National Action Plan on 

Business and Human Rights as well as the CSR Position Paper and Action Plan of the Federal Council. 

The platform also addresses issues related to the integration of CSR, including human rights due dili-

gence in supply chains, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Princi-

ples on Business and Human Rights. Responding to expectations from the private sector of an ongo-
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ing dialogue with the Swiss Federal Administration, the partnership contributes to the value proposi-

tion of the network. 

Cooperation with Partners 
To create synergies and networks, we worked with partner organizations and invited our members to 
participate in events. We will offer such events on a regular basis also in the future. More infor-
mation can be found on our website. 
We cooperate with initiatives such as the PRI (Principles for Responsible Investment) and PRME 
(Principles for Responsible Management Education), our two UNGC sister organizations. The Fach-
hochschule Chur and Winterthur, the business school Lausanne and the HSG (St. Gallen) are PRME 
members and important for us. Close relations exist to HEC Genève, öbu, Reprisk, Engageability, BSD, 
Foraus, BSCI, Impact Hub Geneva and other members and partners. We promote the triple bottom 
line agenda, the 10 Principles and the SDGs across Switzerland. The Ticino is in our focus too, where 
we initiated contacts and new members have joined. 

CSR within the Network 
The Board, the Programme Committee and the secretariat are committed to respect and implement 

the 10 Principles in all our work. We travel by public transport; we use trains in Europe whenever 

possible, and we compensate our greenhouse gas emissions with myclimate. At our events, we use 

whenever possible certified and sustainably produced products. Services and products we buy must 

be in line with the 10 Principles. We care for inclusion, respecting the gender balance at our events 

and in our Board. 

Our Members 
We are happy that our Global Compact Network Switzerland (GCNS) is growing. It is of great im-
portance that we can attract new members who support our goals and activities. In 2014, we had 14 
active members in our local network. By the end of 2017 we reached 70 active GCNS members. By 
Mai 2018, due to the new strategy, we reached 140 members as either Signatory, Participant or 
LEAD. 
 
A full list of all GCNS members can be found on our website: 
http://www.globalcompact.ch/membership/gcns-members.  
 

http://www.globalcompact.ch/membership/gcns-members
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Financial Report 2016 
To ensure transparency, we publish the accounts of the 2017 financial year and the budget of the 
year 2018. The accounts were audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers SA. 
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Audit Report 
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Budget 2018 

 

 

 

Global Compact Network Switzerland Budget 2018

FINANCIAL INCOME Mb-Memb Accounts 2017 Nb-Memb Budget 2018 %
Income GCNS Members

3000/10 Membership fees regular& accociate 106'488                          51% 3000/10 Membership fees regular& accociate based on UNGC accounts 180'000          38%

regular-business 3000.- 26 95'500                             

regular-business 1000.- 19 10'988                             

associate-business 500.- 10

associate-non-business 500.- 13

contribution 2016 not yet payed

68

Membership fees new members -                                     0% Membership fees new members estimate 30'000            6%

new regular-business 3000.- -                                     Participant Business members -                     

new regular-business 1000.- -                                     Signatory Business members -                     

new associate-business 500.- -                                     associate business and non business 500.- -                     

new associate-non-business 500.- -                                     associate business and non business 250.- -                     

Subsidiaries TNC (1000.-/3000.-)

3100 Contribution projects 102'813                           49% 3100 Contribution projects 90'000            19%

Contributions Projects 79'138                             38% Contributions Projects (Tour de Suisse) 70'000            15%

Seminars 23'800                             11% Seminars 20'000            4%

Icome deducted & Financial loss (125)                                

Total financial income GCNS Members 209'301                          63% Total financial income GCNS Members 300'000          63%

Financial Income PPP Financial Income PPP

3300 Revenues Bund (DEZA) 1.1.-30.9. 130'000          

3300 Revenues Bund (DEZA) 125'000                           3300 Revenues Bund (DEZA) 1.10.-31.12. 50'000            

Total income PPP 125'000                          37% Total income PPP 180'000          38%

334'301                    100% 480'000      100%

Total In-kind Inkome -                                     -                     

Total  INCOME 334'301                           480'000          

EXPENSES
Operating Expenses Operating Expenses

4200 Direct costs seminars/projects 48'879 14% 4200 Direct costs seminars/projects 90'000            18%

5000/59 Personal expenses inkl. Social security 240'891                           71% 5000/59 Personal expenses inkl. Social security 290'000          57%

0% Trainee (new: tbd) 60'000            12%

6110 Maintenance - EDP, Website etc. 5'045                               1% 6110 Maintenance - EDP, Website etc. 19'000            4%

6500 Office rent, admin.services 7'500                               2% 6500 Office rent, admin.services 10'000            2%

6510 Officee expenses 12'610                             4% 6510 Officee expenses 3'000              1%

6600 Advertising costs 6'256                               2% 6600 Advertising costs 7'000              1%

Professional continuing education 0% Professional continuing education 3'000              1%

6640 Entertainmant and travel expenses 16'588                             5% 6640 Entertainmant and travel expenses 0%

   SBB 0%    SBB 9'000              2%

   2x ALNM 0%    2x ALNM 6'000              1%

   other travel expenses/reserve 0%    other travel expenses/reserve 6'000              1%

6700 other expenses -                                     0% 6700 other expenses 6'000              1%

6800 Interest/Bank chages -                                     0% 6800 Interest/Bank chages 500                0%

Total Operating Expenses 337'769                           100% Total Operating Expenses 509'500          100%

Total expenses 337'769                    509'500      

depreciation&financial expenses 4'178                               

Tax expenses 0 0

Net financial income/loss (7'646)                      (29'500)       

Total Financial Income

Global Compact Network Switzerland

IN KIND / PPP INCOME Accounts 2017 % Budget 2018 %Difference

Office Rent & other - economiesuisse 20'000            18% 20'000                    15%

Worktime Board & PCM (business only) 30'000            27% 30'000                    23%

Other in-kind contributions (tranlations etc.) 10'000            9% 10'000                    8%

Programme & Project contributions 20'000            18% 40'000                    31%

In kind sponsoring events 30'000            27% 30'000                    23%

Total In-kind Income GCNS private sector 110'000          34% 130'000                  30%

Total Financial Income GCNS private sector 209'301 66% 300'000 70%

Total Income GCNS private sector 319'301          72% 430'000                  70%

Total Income PPP (Bund/DEZA)* 125'000          28% 180'000                  30%

Total Income GCNS 444'301         100% 610'000                 100%

130'000.- for 1.2.18 - 30.9.18

2018 Budget

50'000.- for 1.10.18-31.12.18 

(contract period 2)
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Members of the Governing Bodies 
Name Company Appointed  Position 

Dr. Ruth E. Blumer Lahner  Kolb May 2016 President of the Board 

Matthew Kilgarriff Richemont August 2014 Vice-President of the Board, President of 

the Programme Committee 

Regina Ammann Syngenta August 2014 Board Member 

Christian Frutiger Nestlé March 2011 Board Member, Programme Committee 

Member 

Caroline Portmann Credit Suisse June 2015 Board Member 

Nollaig Forrest Firmenich June 2016 Board Member 

Kate Cacciatore Edmond de 

Rothschild 

June 2016 Board Member 

James Nicholson Trafigura June 2016 Board Member, Programme Committee 

Member 

Jean-Christophe Favre 

Reto Grüninger 

Pierre-André Cordey 

DEZA (EDA)  Apr.15- Oct. 17 

Oct. 17-Apr. 18 

April 2018 

Programme Committee Member 

Alex Kunze SECO (WBF) April 2015 Programme Committee Member 

Remy Friedmann AMS (EDA) April 2015 Programme Committee Member 

Thomas Pletscher  ICC & GCNS March 2006 Focal Point, Secretary General of the ICC 

Antonio Hautle GCNS August 2015 Executive Director and  

Network Representative 

Alice Harbach-Forel 

Patricia Perren 

GCNS July 2015 

Sept. 16- 

Mai 17 

Assistant Manager and Contact Point 
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Value Proposition 
Download our Value Proposition on our website: 

www.globalcompact.ch  

 

 

 

A Universal Framework to  
structure and develop your  
Corporate Responsibility efforts 

 
Principle 1 
 
Principle 2 
 
 
Principle 3 
 
Principle 4 
Principle 5 
Principle 6 
 
 
 
Principle 7 
 
Principle 8 
 
Principle 9 
 
 
 
Principle 10 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
Businesses should support and respect the protection of  
internationally proclaimed human rights; and  
Make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.  
 
LABOUR 
Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and  
the effective recognition of  the right to collective bargaining;  
The elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour;  
The effective abolition of child labour; and  
The elimination of discrimination in respect of employment  
and occupation.  
 
ENVIRONMENT 
Businesses should support a precautionary approach to  
environmental challenges;  
Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental  
responsibility; and 
Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally  
friendly technologies  
 
ANTI-CORRUPTION 
Businesses should work against all forms of corruption,  
including extortion and bribery.  
 

 

 

http://www.globalcompact.ch/

